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%(('1!#D'M-(! !Cq*! !T5D(!2,&"D/%1D,/!,E!&'%/! .'17./(!%/-!G,M%1DMD1#!4,7M-!"'!2,/(D(1'/1!4D15!%!
&%.3'1I/'71.%M!(1.%1'a#!%/-!D&AMD'(!%!L5%.A'!?%1D,!,E!!;*<;:!45D25!(''&(!.'%(,/%"M'!D/!MDa51!,E!
15'!.'(7M1(!.'A,.1'-!D/!N.,4/:!\,'1Z&%//:!%/-!R"",1(,/!^BOOO_*!!T5'.'!%.'!%!1,1%M!,E!!B8;;!!M,a!







TD&'!1,!&%17.D1#!! ! ! T! ;*8C!! ! R/1'.'(1!.%1'! ! .! ;*;C!!
r,a!G%M7'!(1'A(!"'M,4k%",G'!m;! ! S;;kS;;! R/D1D%M!E7/-!G%M7'! m;! B*;;!
?D(3!%G'.(D,/!2,'EED2D'/1!! ! /! <! ! J'%/!! ! ! %! ;*;P!
h7&"'.!,E!1D&'!(1'A(! ! ! /! S;! ! l,M%1DMD1#! ! &! ;*;C!
+Da5!4%1'.!&%.3! ! ! +;! B*;;! ! R/2'/1DG'!E''!.%1'! 2! ;*8;!
)VD1!",7/-%.#!%1!1p;! ! ! ,0! ;*C;!! ! N%(D2!E''!.%1'!!! "! ;*;8!
J%/%a'.f(!(5%.'!,4/'.(5DA! ! %! ;*B;!
6717.'!/,-'(!E,.!15'!h,.&%M!%AA.,V*! ! B]8tS;!p!B8B!





N'E,.'! -D(AM%#D/a! .'(7M1(! E,.! ,7.! .'E'.'/2'! 2%(':! D1! D(! 7('E7M! 1,! "7DM-! (,&'! D/17D1D,/! "#!
'V%&D/D/a!%!('e7'/2'!,E!(D&AM'.!(D17%1D,/(*!!R/!J'.1,/!^BOSO_:!%/!D/-DGD-7%M!^%/%M,a,7(!1,!,7.!
&%/%a'._!-#/%&D2%MM#!25,,('(!15'!,A1D&%M!%MM,2%1D,/!,E!%G%DM%"M'!E7/-(!"'14''/!(5%.'(!%/-!15'!
.D(3M'((! %(('1*! R/! 15'! 2%('!45'.'! 15'.'! D(! /,! D/1'.&'-D%1'! 2,/(7&A1D,/! ^"'14''/!;! %/-!T_:! (5'!
25,,('(! 15%1! D/G'(1&'/1! (1.%1'a#! 1,! &%VD&DZ'! 5'.! 'VA'21'-! 71DMD1#! ,E! 1'.&D/%M! 4'%M15! ^HT_*!!
J'.1,/f(!%/%M#(D(!D(!D/!2,/1D/7,7(!1D&'!^%(!,AA,('-!1,!,7.!-D(2.'1'I1D&'!E.%&'4,.3_i!5,4'G'.:!
15%1!-'(2.DA1D,/!,15'.4D('!&%125'(! 15'! (D17%1D,/!,E!,7.!&%/%a'.! DE! (5'!5%-!/,! D/2'/1DG'!,A1D,/!
%/-! 15'.'! 4%(/f1! %! MDe7D-%1D,/! ",7/-%.#*! ! R/! J'.1,/f(! E.%&'4,.3:! 15'! ,A1D&%M! A.,A,.1D,/!
%MM,2%1'-!1,!15'!.D(3#!D/G'(1&'/1!4,7M-!"'!2,/(1%/1!%/-!7(D/a!,7.!(1%/-%.-!A%.%&'1'.(!D&AMD'(=!
!







*!! ! ! ! ! ^C_!
!
!BB
[7.!&,-'M! %M(,!a'/'.%1'(! %! EM%1!,A1D&%M!3%AA%! (7.E%2'!%1! !!!p!8! !45'/! 15'.'! D(!/,! MDe7D-%1D,/!
",7/-%.#!,.!D/2'/1DG'!,A1D,/*!!T57(:!,7.!-D(2.'1'I1D&'!%/%M,a!,E!J'.1,/f(!%/%M#(D(!a'/'.%1'(!15'!
(%&'!(,M71D,/*!!T5%1!D(!/,1!(7.A.D(D/a!(D/2'!,A1D&%MM#!%MM,2%1D/a!%!2,/(1%/1!A.,A,.1D,/!1,!15'!.D(3#!
D/G'(1&'/1! -,'(! /,1! 'VAM,D1! 15'! .'"%M%/2D/a! 2%A%"DMD1#! ^D/! 'D15'.! -D(2.'1'! ,.! 2,/1D/7,7(! 1D&'_*!!
T5D(!25%/a'(!-.%&%1D2%MM#!45'/!4'!%--!15'!MDe7D-%1D,/!",7/-%.#*!!















































c\%&"M'.f(! ?D-a'd! D/! 15'! E%.! M'E1! 2,./'.! ,E! 6Da7.'! B! D(! %M(,! /,1! (7.A.D(D/a*! +'.'! 15'!
&%/%a'.!D(!D/!%!(D17%1D,/!W7(1!A.D,.!1,!!T!!15%1!2,7M-!"'!-'(2.D"'-!%(!c5'%-(=!R!4D/:!1%DM(=!R!-,/f1!
M,('!G'.#!&725*d!!L5'!D(!157(!4DMMD/a!1,!a%&"M'!4D15!%!G'.#!M%.a'!3%AA%*!!K7'!1,!'V2M7-D/a!3%AA%!
G%M7'(!45'.'!4'! -D-! /,1! a'1! %! a,,-! %AA.,VD&%1D,/! E,.! 15'! /,.&%M! -D(1.D"71D,/:! 15'!&%VD&7&!
%G%DM%"M'!3%AA%!5'.'!D(!,/M#!!B;*!!h'G'.15'M'((:!5'.!a%&"MD/a!"'5%GD,.!D(!A.,/,7/2'-*!(
J,.'! D/1'.'(1D/a! %/-!A'.5%A(!&,.'! (7.A.D(D/a! %.'! 15'! cl%MM'#!,E!@.7-'/2'd! 1,4%.-! 15'!
M'E1! ",7/-%.#! %/-! 15'! c+DMM! ,E! Q/1D2DA%1D,/d! 1,4%.-! 15'! 2'/1'.! ,E! 6Da7.'! B*! ! T5'! l%MM'#! ,E!
@.7-'/2'!2%/!"'! D/1'.A.'1'-!%(!%!.'aD,/!45'.'! 15'!&%/%a'.!25,,('(!%!G'.#! M,4!3%AA%!^Z'.,!,.!
!B9
,/M#! (MDa51M#! 5Da5'._! D/! ,.-'.! 1,! -.%&%1D2%MM#! .'-72'! 15'! 25%/2'! ,E! 5D11D/a! 15'! MDe7D-%1D,/!
",7/-%.#!%1!%/!'%.M#!-%1'*B;!!+D11D/a!15%1!",7/-%.#!'%.M#!D/27.(!%!2,(1!(D/2'!15'!&%/%a'.!2%/!/,!
M,/a'.! D&A.,G'! ,/! 5'.! ('G'.%/2'! 2,&A'/(%1D,/! "#!&%/%aD/a! 15'! A,.1E,MD,*! ! QAA.,%25D/a! 15'!
















T57(:! D/1.,-72D/a! %! MDe7D-%1D,/! ",7/-%.#! 2%7('(! 15'! &%/%a'.! 1,! E,MM,4! %/! ,A1D&%M!
(1.%1'a#!15%1!D(!&725!.D25'.!15%/!15'!2,/(1%/1!3%AA%!(,M71D,/*!!Q!3'#!E%21,.!D/!15'('!.'(7M1(!D(!15'!
%"('/2'!,E!-'%-I4'Da51!MDe7D-%1D,/!2,(1(!,.!(,&'!A'/%M1#!45D25!.'-72'(!15'!&%/%a'.f(!('G'.%/2'!
2,&A'/(%1D,/*! !)G'/!%! .'M%1DG'M#!(&%MM!A'/%M1#! 15%1! .'-72'(!5'.! ('G'.%/2'!2,&A'/(%1D,/!"#!%(!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
B;!LD/2'!4'!%AA.,VD&%1'!15'!/,.&%M!-D(1.D"71D,/(!G'.#!%227.%1'M#:!15'.'!D(!(1DMM!(,&'!'V2''-D/aM#!
(&%MM!A.,"%"DMD1#!,E!2.,((D/a! 15'!",7/-%.#!%(! M,/a!%(!3%AA%! D(!/,1!'V%21M#!Z'.,*! !T5'!&%/%a'.!
-,'(! /,1! '/1'.1%D/! /'a%1DG'! 3%AA%! (1.%1'aD'(! %(! 15'('! %.'! .D(3#! %/-! 2%/! 157(! 5D1! 15'! ",7/-%.#*!
J,.',G'.:!15'D.!'VA'21'-!.'17./!D(!M'((!15%/!15'!.D(3E.''!.%1'*!
!B<
MD11M'! %(! ! 9q! ! 2%/! 'MD&D/%1'! 5'.! a%&"MD/a! "'5%GD,.! ",15! %1! 15'! ",7/-%.#! %/-! ,/! 15'! +DMM! ,E!





1,! 15'! &%/%a'.f(! 2,&A'/(%1D,/! (1.7217.'! %/-! %M(,! .'17./! 1,! /,1! A'/%MDZD/a! 5'.! ('G'.%/2'!
2,&A'/(%1D,/*! ! T5'.'! D(! (1DMM! /,! (5%.'! ,4/'.(5DA! "#! 15'!&%/%a'.! ! ^%! p! ;_:! "71! ,15'.4D(':! 15'!




E7/-f(! .D(3D/'((! %(! (5'! %AA.,%25'(! 15'! 1'.&D/%M! -%1'*! ! h,4! 15'! &,1DG%1D,/! D(! 1,! D/2.'%('! 15'!









































L,&'45%1! %",G'! 15'! (1.D3'! A.D2':! [A1D,/! ?D-a'! -.,A(! D/1,! %! G%MM'#! 45'.'! 3%AA%!
-'2.'%('(!-.%&%1D2%MM#!%/-!2%/!a,!%MM!15'!4%#!1,!Z'.,!/'%.!&%17.D1#!%(!15'!&%/%a'.!M,23(ID/!5'.!
",/7(*!!RE!15'!E7/-!G%M7'!%1!&%17.D1#!4'.'!W7(1!%1!15'!(1.D3'!A.D2':!15'!D/2'/1DG'!,A1D,/!4,7M-!5%G'!
%! Z'.,!A%#,EE*! !)G'/!%! 2,7AM'!,E!a.D-!A,D/1(! D/1,! 15'!&,/'#:! 15'!,A1D,/!A%#,EE! D(! e7D1'! (&%MM*!!
0,/('e7'/1M#:! /'%.! &%17.D1#! %/-! %1! ,.! (MDa51M#! %",G'! 15'! (1.D3'! M'G'M:! 15'! &%/%a'.! 5%(! %/!
D/2'/1DG'! 1,! 25,,('! 'V1.'&'M#! M%.a'!3%AA%!G%M7'(*! !T5D(! D/2'/1DG'! 1%DM(! ,EE! .%AD-M#! %(! 15'! E7/-!




,E! 15'! D/2'/1DG'! ,A1D,/*! ! K'A'/-D/a! ,/! 15'! M'G'M! ,E! E7/-! G%M7':! 15%1! ,A1D,/! 2%/! D/-72'! ",15!


























































E7/-!G%M7'i!%/-!D1(!'EE'21(!/'%.! 15'! M,4'.!",7/-%.#!%.'! M%.a'M#!,G'.45'M&'-!"#! 15'!&%/%a'.f(!!
B;q! ! ,4/'.(5DA! (1%3'! ^15'! D/2'/1DG'! ,A1D,/! "'D/a! %M&,(1! 4,.15M'((! /'%.! 15%1! ",7/-%.#_*!!
0,/('e7'/1M#:! 15D(! A%.1! ,E! 15'! AD217.'! D(! 2,/(D(1'/1! 4D15! 67/a! %/-! +(D'5f(! ^BOOO:! A*! 9BS_!





%M(,! .%&A(! 7A! E%(1'.! 1,4%.-(! %/! 7AA'.! J'.1,/! 6M%1(! .'aD,/! 45D25! %a%D/! 'VD(1(! %1! 5Da5! E7/-!
G%M7'(*!
! LD/2'! 4'! /,4! 5%G'! 15'! &%/%a'.f(! ,A1D&%M! 3%AA%! %1! '%25! a.D-! A,D/1:! ,/'! 2%/! .'%-DM#!
2%M27M%1'! 15'! A.,"%"DMD1#! ,E! .'%25D/a! %/#! 1'.&D/%M! a.D-! A,D/1! aDG'/! %! (1%.1D/a! M,2%1D,/*! ! T5D(!
A.,GD-'(!%/,15'.!%AA.,%25!E,.!%(('((D/a!15'!D&AMD2%1D,/(!,E!15'!&%/%a'.f(!.D(3I1%3D/a!"'5%GD,.*!!
6,.!'V%&AM':! (1%.1D/a!%1! 15'!"'aD//D/a!,E! 15'!a.D-!4D15! 15'! D/D1D%M! E7/-!G%M7'!m;:! ! 15'!&%/%a'.!
,A1D&%MM#!1%3'(!.D(3(!45D25!2%7('!15'!E7/-!.'17./!1,!'V5D"D1!%!"D&,-%M!-D(1.D"71D,/*!!+'.!-'(D.'!1,!
ED/D(5!D/I15'I&,/'#!4D15!5'.!D/2'/1DG'!,A1D,/:!M'%-(!5'.!1,!a%&"M'!(,!&725!,/![A1D,/!?D-a'!15%1!
(5'!'D15'.!'/-(!7A!4D15! M%.a'!A.,ED1(!%/-!%!(DZ'%"M'! D/2'/1DG'!,.!&725!A,,.'.*! !T5D(! D(!%a%D/!%!
(1.D3D/a!2,/1.%(1!1,!45%1!4,7M-!"'!A.'E'..'-!"#!%/!,71(D-'!D/G'(1,.!4D15!15'!(%&'!71DMD1#!E7/21D,/*!!
R/! A%.1D27M%.:! 15%1! D/G'(1,.! 4,7M-! A.'E'.! %! 2,/(1%/1! 3%AA%! (1.%1'a#:! 45D25! 4,7M-! a'/'.%1'! %!
M,a/,.&%M! .'17./! -D(1.D"71D,/*! ! R&AMD2D1M#:! 15%1! D/G'(1,.! D(! %22'A1D/a! 15'!&%/%a'.f(! "'5%GD,.! D/!





R/(1'%-! ,E! (D&AM#! 7(D/a! %! A.'(A'2DED'-! MDe7D-%1D,/! ",7/-%.#:! 15'!&,-'M! 2%/! "'! .'%-DM#!
%-%A1'-!1,! D/2M7-'!%!&%/%a'.D%M!(571-,4/!,A1D,/*!!T5D(! D(!%/!Q&'.D2%/I(1#M'!,A1D,/!45'.'! 15'!
&%/%a'.!2%/!25,,('!1,!MDe7D-%1'!15'!E7/-!%1!%(('1!G%M7'(!%",G'!15'!A.'(A'2DED'-!M,4'.!",7/-%.#*!





,AA,.17/D1D'(! D(! M%.a'!'/,7a5! 1,!,EE('1! 15,('!'EE'21(:!(5'!4DMM!25,,('! 1,!(571-,4/!15'!E7/-*! ! R/!
,7.!'VA'.D'/2':!15D(!5%(!,/M#!,227..'-!%1!E7/-!G%M7'(!"'M,4![A1D,/!?D-a':!45'.'!15'!A.,"%"DMD1#!
,E!.'%25D/a!15'!5Da5I4%1'.!&%.3!"'2,&'(!G'.#!(&%MM!%/-!'(('/1D%MM#!-D(%AA'%.(!%(!%/!D/EM7'/2'!








%(('1! G%M7'(*! ! !T5D(! 2,7M-! "'! -'(2.D"'-! %(! c5'%-(=! 15'!&%/%a'.!4D/(! %! A'.E,.&%/2'! D/2'/1DG':!




&%#! 1.Daa'.! E7/-! ,71EM,4!45D25! D(! (7EED2D'/1M#! M%.a'! 15%1! c%(('1(! (5.D/3! (,!&725! 15%1! D1! D(! /,!
M,/a'.!'2,/,&D2%M!1,!2,G'.!15'!E7/-f(!EDV'-!,G'.5'%-!%/-!15'!&%/%a'.!2M,('(!D1!-,4/*dB9!!T5D(!
(7aa'(1(! 15%1! 15'! E7/-f(! 2,(1! (1.7217.'! %(! 4'MM! %(! 15'! &%/%a'.f(! 'V1'./%M! ,AA,.17/D1D'(! AM%#!
D&A,.1%/1! .,M'(! D/!5'.!-'2D(D,/!45'15'.!,.!/,1! 1,! (571!-,4/! 15'! E7/-*! !H'!5%G'!/,1!'VAMD2D1M#!
D/2M7-'-! ,A'.%1D/a! 2,(1(:! "71! 15D(! 2%/! "'! .'%-DM#! -,/'! v! %1! M'%(1! D/! (D&AMDED'-! E,.&*! !l%.D%"M'!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!







2,(1(! 2%/! "'! &,-'M'-! GD%! %-W7(1D/a! ! %! ! %/-! ! .! ! 1,! %! /'1! ,E! 2,(1! "%(D(*! ! 6DV'-! 2,(1(! 2%/! "'!
.'A.'('/1'-!%(!%!-.%a!,/!'VA'21'-!.'17./(!15%1!D(!a.'%1'.!%1!M,4'.!E7/-!G%M7'(*!!N,15!1#A'(!,E!2,(1(!
.'-72'!'VA'21'-!E717.'!E7/-!G%M7'(!%/-!15'!&%/%a'.f(!'VA'21'-!2,&A'/(%1D,/*!!+'/2':!15'#!M'%-!





?'2'/1M#! 15'.'! 5%(! '&'.a'-! %! a.,4D/a! MD1'.%17.'! 'V%&D/D/a! 15'! /%17.'! %/-! 'EE'21(! ,E!
D/2'/1DG'! 2,&A'/(%1D,/!&'25%/D(&(! E,.!&,/'#!&%/%a'.(*! !QM15,7a5!7(D/a!-DEE'.'/1! G%M7%1D,/!
1'25/,M,aD'(!%/-!(,&'45%1!-DEE'.'/1! D/2'/1DG'!(1.7217.'(:!(,&'!,E! 15'('!A%A'.(!5%G'!a'/'.%1'-!
.'(7M1(! 15%1! 2%/! "'! .'M%1'-! 1,! A,.1D,/(! ,E! ,7.! 6Da7.'! 9*! ! R1! D(! D/(1.721DG'! 1,! &%3'! 15,('!
2,&A%.D(,/(*! ! R1!/,1!,/M#!A.,&,1'(!%!"'11'.!7/-'.(1%/-D/a!,E!5,4!15'('!A%A'.(! ED1! 1,a'15'.!"71!
%M(,! (1.'/a15'/(! ,7.! 3/,4M'-a'! ,E! 5,4! (5%.'(:! ,A1D,/(:! 3/,23,71! "%..D'.(:! %/-! 5,.DZ,/! 1D&'(!
D/1'.%21!D/!D/EM7'/2D/a!&%/%a'.D%M!"'5%GD,.*(
0%.A'/1'.! ^8;;;_!71DMDZ'(!%/!'e7DG%M'/1!&%.1D/a%M'! 1'25/,M,a#! 1,!-'1'.&D/'! 15'!,A1D&%M!
1.%-D/a! (1.%1'a#! E,.! %! .D(3! %G'.('! &,/'#! &%/%a'.! 45,('! 2,&A'/(%1D,/! D/2M7-'(! %/! ,A1D,/!
2,&A,/'/1*! ! T5'! &%/%a'.! (''3(! 1,! &%VD&DZ'! 'VA'21'-! 71DMD1#! ,E! 1'.&D/%M! 4'%M15:! 45D25! D(!
2,&A,('-!,E!%!2,/(1%/1!%&,7/1!^'V1'./%M!4'%M15!%/-!%!EDV'-!4%a'_!AM7(!%!E.%21D,/%M!2%MM!,A1D,/!
,/!15'!%(('1(!7/-'.!&%/%a'&'/1!4D15!%!(1.D3'!A.D2'!'e7%M!1,!%!(A'2DED'-!"'/25&%.3*! !T5'.'!%.'!
(7"(1%/1D%M! (D&DM%.D1D'(! 1,! 15'! D/2'/1DG'! ,A1D,/! D/! ,7.! &,-'M:! 4D15! 0%.A'/1'.f(! "'/25&%.3!
2,..'(A,/-D/a! 1,! ,7.! 5Da5I4%1'.! &%.3! %1! 1D&'! T*! ! T5'.'! %.'! %M(,! D&A,.1%/1! -DEE'.'/2'(*!!
0%.A'/1'.f(!&%/%a'.!-,'(/f1!5%G'!%!A'.(,/%M! D/G'(1&'/1! D/! 15'!E7/-!!^%!p!;_! !%/-!%M(,!-,'(/f1!








H'!-'AD21! %! (1#MDZ'-! 1D&'! (MD2'! ,E! 15'! (7.E%2'! ,E! .D(3#! D/G'(1&'/1! A.,A,.1D,/(! ! ^!_! ! E.,&! ,7.!

































.,M'(! D/!,7.!&,-'M!45'.'%(!0%.A'/1'.!-,'(/f1!5%G'!(725!%! M,4'.!",7/-%.#*! !T5D(!%(A'21!,E! 15'!
%/%M#(D(!D(!A%.1D%MM#!'V%&D/'-!D/!\,'1Z&%//:!R/a'.(,MM:!%/-!?,((!^8;;9_!^\R?_*!!T5%1!A%A'.!5%(!%!
E''! (1.7217.'! 15%1! D(! (D&DM%.! 1,!,7.(! ^'V2'A1! E,.!/,! 'VAMD2D1!&%/%a'.D%M! ,4/'.(5DA_! %(!4'MM! %(! %!







R/! 15%1! 2,/1'V1:! 15'#! 'V%&D/'! 14,! %M1'./%1DG'! 2%('(! ^\R?:! A*! BP;U_*! ! HD15! /,! M,4'.!
MDe7D-%1D,/! ",7/-%.#:! 15'#! ED/-! 15%1! c15'! G,M%1DMD1#! D/! '%25! .'aD,/! (5,7M-! "'! ('1! %(! 5Da5! %(!
A,((D"M'! DE! 15'! a,%M! D(! 1,! &%VD&DZ'! 15'! A.'('/1! G%M7'! ,E! E717.'! E''(*d! ! H5'/! 15'#! 5%G'! %!
MDe7D-%1D,/!",7/-%.#:!\R?!ED/-! 15%1!cG,M%1DMD1#!(5,7M-!"'!.'-72'-!%(! 15'!%(('1!G%M7'!-.,A(!/'%.!
15'! MDe7D-%1D,/!M'G'M! 1,!'/(7.'! 15%1! MDe7D-%1D,/!-,'(!/,1!,227.*d! ! !T5'#!%M(,!A,D/1!,71! 15%1!c15D(!
!89
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